Greater Columbus Arts Council’s “Street Performer Database”

The ASM Global-managed Greater Columbus Convention Center (GCCC) is located in the midst of a vibrant hospitality community, which includes the Short North Arts District and Arena District. The award-winning facility hosts hundreds of events per year and is connected by covered walkway to multiple hotels. The facility includes 373,000 square feet of contiguous exhibit space, 75 meeting rooms, the South Café & Marketplace, Discovery Café, the largest contemporary collection of central Ohio art, and three ballrooms, including Battelle Grand, the largest multipurpose ballroom in Ohio.

The GCCC directly hires performers for occasional entertainment productions, including a new series under development.

Inquiries can be directed to Guest Services Manager Lea Westerfield at (614) 827-2650 or lwesterfield@columbusconventions.com for details.

The GCCC rents event space to its clients. Each client then decides what type of activity occurs within that contracted space. This includes, at times, booking entertainment for the event. Depending on the nature of the event, the GCCC client may ask the entertainer to appear within a contracted space or in the public concourse area affiliated with the event. When performing, entertainers must not interrupt proceedings of adjacent non-affiliated events. The GCCC client hiring the performer may promote the entertainer’s appearance and sale of the performer’s products only within the space contracted by the client. The GCCC client would arrange details directly with the performer. GCCC clients and performers must adhere to all facility guidelines.

Thank you for your interest in the Greater Columbus Convention Center!